
AURIGA TEATRO
presents

IL CERCHIO MAGICO
(THE MAGIC CIRCLE)

Written and performed by Andrea Tettamanti e Veronica Del Vecchio

A unique show of its kind, which combines the clown with his poetry and 
games at the art of fire and its manipulation.

Axvxa and Ilkay, two strange characters of uncertain origin, who come from a place with no 
time and space, will let you discover some of the wonders found and learned in their long 
wanderings through ages and universes.
Fire tamers and mysterious alchemists, they will take you in an atmosphere suspended in 
time.
Here is the chance to enter the magic of “The Magic Circle”, a place where their trained 
flames will gradually take life to challenge the laws of reality.

Kind: Fire show, fire eater, flames manipulation, clownerie, juggling and poetry.

The show is suitable to be represented also during the day. If during the night, with the 
darkness,  we can concentrate more on the poetic imaginary, during the day we play 
more with the clownerie and the comedy.



Duration: 35/40 minutes

N. of performance par day: 2/3 (Everything we need is inside our cart and we can move 
without problems, repeating the show up to three times in different places). 

N. of artists: 2

Language: Italian, English, French

Technical needs: 

Stage space: outdoor, at least 5x5 meters, far from highly flammable materials, plus the space 
for the audience.

Get-in time: 15 minutes

Get-out time: 10 minutes

PA system: The music system is inside our cart. We are independent and we don't need 
electricity. 

Floor: We have no special needs. Preferably not on grass, but we can adapt to any kind of 
situation and floor.

Parking: We need a reserved parking space, near the exhibition site. Our caravan will be used as 
a dressing room and also for the discharge of materials.

-In case of Buskers Festival: If our presence is required for several days and If the reserved 
parking space is far away from the site of performances, we need a room to use as dressing for 
artists and storage for materials near the place of performance.

aurigateatro@libero.it                        andrea tel. +39 333 85 27 676
                                                            Veronica tel. +39 339 15 39 285


